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wow I got my phone up there
that's okay
that's all right
so um kind of in
in line with what Matt was saying um
you're really with Steven
when you began to prophesy over this house
some of the things I saw in the spirit realm is it
I saw that there was this huge release
from the vats of heaven that were pouring in here
and of course
Stephen was talking about wisdom
I saw literally grain falling
wine oil gold
a silver wool
flax all these commodities from heaven
coming into this place
but I also saw that there have been
things that have been written
in the scrolls of destiny for this house
that are underneath the foundation of the house
in other words
that there are things that have been written
even upon this land
and there's something about this particular body
that's called to um
call forth that which was written prior
and even come into a place of repentance for that in uh
that was not
um fulfilled
that that was
that did not
that was written
but did not come into play because of certain



you know people's choices and decisions
and I'm talking from a governmental level
over this area
but that there is a special anointing on this house
where god hears from heaven what said
and that the leadership in this house is
has repentant hearts and knows how to break
this strongholds over the environment
of even the things that have been said and written uh
now there's a destiny that's been written
but that doesn't mean has not yet come to pass
it hasn't come to pass because of certain leadership
but that God has given a level of authority here
for repentance
and certain prophetic acts and things like that
there is gonna overturn
what is currently in existence and take
this place and bend
to what was written in the foundation
now I don't know what was written in the foundation
but I see gold
I see gold so there's something about this valley
there's something about rich commodity here
there's something about this place
when I go to certain nations
I can pick up royalty and certain nations
I can pick up certain
elements like gold or jewels or things of that sort
there's something in the ground here and
and you know
this is you know
hundreds of years before
whatever that
that God sees from heaven and
and he knows it's there
but he's gonna release it from here
but you have the power of repentance in this house
that you're willing to come before
and repent for things that others have done
that is gonna release that into this place



and into bend overall
woo Hallelujah
okay um uh also in line kind of with what Matt said um
so Matt was talking about the mountain
he's talking about ascending
is writing a um um
the mountain of the Lord and those who have the
the hearts uh
that are pure and authentical ascend to that place okay
so he's he's gave the word from a national level so
so what's happening in this month
according to the Hebrew calendar
and what will happen next month
is it this is a month of rebuilding okay
so we're over the summertime
there may have been a time well
there was a time of stripping stripping
stripping over the summer time
where you may have built something up
and then all of a sudden look like it toppled it fell
relationships fell
things that you poured yourself into
um it it looked like things were not gonna go
in the right direction
really what that was
was God tearing down things that were
not gonna stand to begun with
but this month in August
a month of promotion
he begins to build things back up
so this becomes a month of rebuilding and recovery
so then what happens in the next month okay
which is going to quickly
approach here in the next couple weeks is the
the seventh month
uh on the religious calendar would be called um
entering into the first month of the civil calendar
okay or Russia Shonda
right around that time frame
is the time where whatever is built now



whatever is built this month
whatever god is building
whatever he's establishing
he chooses to pour the glory of the latter house into
the house that he's building today okay
so where the temple gets destroyed in July
a new temple gets built in August
and then a greater glory gets poured into it
in September
and we know this specifically because
uh it says in Hagai Chapter 2
and in this
the book of Hagai
is relative to
what would be considered to be August and September
in the gregorian calendar
or a little in history
on the Hebrew calendar
says in the seventh month
in the 21st day of the month okay
so that would be
we're good into the feast of Tabernacles
in that month
came the word of the Lord
to the prophet
high guy saying
speak now to zarabable
the son of Shilteo
governor of Judah
and to Joshua
the son of josedeck
the high priest
and to the residue of the people saying
who is left among you
that saw this house in her first glory
and how do you see it now
is it not in your eyes
in comparison as nothing
and then he begins to go on and say that
the glory of the latter house is going to be poured



into this house
at a much greater level okay
so that means your own temple
has been under reconstruction
and so for you to be called
for such a time as this here
for the Heavenly Realities Conference
God is building a supernatural sense
within you and around you
that will then bring forth a greater deposit of
the glory on the inside of you
every time that glory comes in
it has to be deposited into a vessel
that is refurbished
has become more holy
has been designed
to the greater purpose for which it's been called
and so as you may have walked through a difficult time
this month he rebuilds you
and then next month
he pours in
so much more glory
to take you for the rest of the year
that's why we enter into double portion
well that's the same for churches
as much as it is for individuals
it's the same for churches
so we would say
an expectation is Lord
we give you glory
honor and praise
because we know that you're gonna pour greater
glory into our personal houses
as well as our houses of worship
as well as into the nation nations
because what you tear down
you rebuild
in the right condition
and then you deposit a greater glory on the inside
now you can stand on that word for



what is getting ready to come forth here
even in September
so look at this date
and time and season
and see what god is doing
and in 3 he's rebuilding a temple that can see
and feel and experience a supernatural
that you might not have ever before
now you're stepping into it
and you can't rebuild something
unless we have the right tools
unless we see what
where's the nail
where's the hammer
where's the wood so he says
build me a house
did greater glory
can be born into
and it's greater glory
than the last season
who Hallelujah


